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colorful cake 

when Penny Hardaway celebrated his 43 birthday, Chef of GourmetKickz, a tailor of shoes, designed the birthday cake specially for
him. The Nike Air Foamposite One "birthday cake" shoes dyed blue sky, yellow, pink and purple and other color, and in the eyes and
the collar of the shoe on the shoes to gradually appear, with blue lining and crystal bottom details. This special birthday present is
really enviable. 

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- extended reading -- -- -- -- -- -- 
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shoes, red and black list 

Nike Roshe Two in September 1st before the full sale, can be said to be one of the most anticipated black color has been the first
landing designated shop. This pair of shoes is lengthened in the second generation of Roshe design, tongue and heel, the contour
more avant garde style, with extension and permeability of the uppers of black tone throughout, and equipped with a newly developed
three fusion IU midsole bring all-weather comfortable foot feeling. Currently, the shoes have been purchased at Rise, priced at $90. 

-- -- -- -- -- -- extended reading -- >

about Teng Yuan Hao in this small series is not introduced, as the trend of icon Teng Yuan Hao as everyone knows, once again
teamed up with Nike, the choice of hot shoes Roshe Run as design elements, combined with the classic LD-1000 shoes, will officially
offer Roshe Run LD-1000. The shoe body retains the retro style of the LD-1000 as a whole, but shows the Roshe and Run breath
from more than one detail. The number of 717121-401, officially on October 23rd. 

, Teng Yuan Hao, individuals, and fragment design has been regarded as a representative of high quality products, and the
associated styles have been very popular with fashion lovers. Now, Teng Yuan Hao has teamed up with Nike again to introduce Nike
, which is based on popular shoes Nike , Roshe and Run. Roshe , Run , LD-1000, can you set off another upsurge? 

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- extended reading -- -- -- -- -- -- 
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